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Welcome to Pinpoint! This guide is intended to help you get up to speed quickly.

SUMMARY
STEP 1 – Visit the pinpoint311.com site- it is where you can obtain everything you need.
STEP 2 – download the app (phone or tablet) and apply your security key.
STEP 3 – use the app to submit observations
STEP 4 – use Admin tools to see the results
Support – team@pinpoint311.com

Let’s Get Started!

STEP 1 – Pinpoint311.com
Using your PC or tablet is the best way to access the site, but you can also use our mobile version if you
only have access to the web on your phone or tablet when you are away from your office. Pinpoint 311
is a public site, and shows observations about non-emergency problems submitted by citizen users.
Public users can submit observations using the Pinpoint 311 app or the website.
Pinpoint IT, the app you must use (Step 2), is a private, secure app. When you enter your unique security
key in the Pinpoint IT app its observations are private to your team app users and you as Admin.
NOTE- if you remove your security key from Pinpoint IT, its data is considered public, functioning the same way
Pinpoint 311 does.

Pinpoint311.com is your Admin site. When you log on and access your Admin Menu you will only see
your private data associated with your security key (View Observations menu item).
PRIVACY POLICY – Pinpoint does not share your data – ever – with anyone. We do not know who you are when you
use the app, and we only know who you are when you are a Pinpoint account Admin. Read our privacy policy here.

TIP – your browser will ask you to approve “Allow Location” permissions. Pinpoint311.com needs this
permission for our mapping features. If you say “no” to this permission request, you may not be able to
use some of the website features including the ability to report problems.
Explore the site. Find the bottom menu and click on Solutions, then on Admin to access the Admin log
on page. Enter your email address and your password to access the Admin Menu.
TIP – if you do not have an Admin account, use Sign Up- it is free to use. If you forgot your password, use
the Forgot Password feature to reset it.
IMPORTANT – you need to know your security key. On the Admin Menu choose Custom App Page.
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Figure 1 – The Admin Menu

The security key (also referred to as API key) is located at the top of the page (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – The Security Key is displayed as the API Key

TIP – your security key will be unique to you. You can change this key at any time by using the Change
API Key feature. In the example above “utopia123” will be replaced to show your unique Security key.
This is the value the app users need to know in Step 2.

Step 2 – Download the app and enter the Security Key
Pinpoint IT is available in phone and tablet versions on all app stores. Search for “Pinpoint IT” and install
it.
TIP – there are lots of “pinpoint”-named apps. Pinpoint 311 is our public companion app, you are
welcome to install that too- but you need to install “Pinpoint IT”.
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IMPORTANT – the phone and tablet versions are almost identical, but the tablet app users the screen
“real estate” to take advantage of the increased app workspace. We are basing our instructions in our
examples based on the phone version layout.
TIP – on the installation you will be prompted by the app to allow permissions for Location, Notification
and Camera. These three permissions allow the app to function fully.
Have a look at the how-to video here – it is the one also referred to above in our step by step summary.
Here are the same instructions: app home page, touch Options. Options page, enter the Security Key in
the textbox. Return to the home page (touch top back Pinpoint menu or swipe right).
TIP – test the security key by touching Pinpoint

Figure 3 – Pinpoint IT phone app – entering the Security Key. Home Page, left, and Options Page, right.

TIP – if the Security Key is entered accurately you will be able to see the Location page when you touch
Pinpoint on the home page. Otherwise you will be presented with an “Invalid Security Key” message. If
that happens re-enter the security and try again.
Note: If you continue to experience an “Invalid Security Key” error, here are some suggestions to resolve that. 1) If you are the
Admin revisit the Custom App Page and ensure you have the correct value. 2) If you are an app user but you are not the Admin,
contact your admin to be sure you have the correct value 3) If the error persists, contact admin@pinpoint311.com and we will
help you resolve it as soon as possible. Note that for security reasons, we can only assist the registered Pinpoint Admin using
the Admin’s email address.
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Step 3 – Use the app to submit observations
Enter some test observations.
Here are some suggestions to get you started.
1. Touch Pinpoint on the Home page to access the Location page

Figure 4 – The Home page, left and the Location Page, right

Drag the map pin to any new location. Use the Google Map features to zoom and change the
view to Map, Satellite or Street View. Pinch the map to zoom. Swipe the map the move map
location view.
Describe and Repeat take you to the Observation page.
Reset the location using the lower left reset button.
Drop a location pin by touching the lower right location pin.
Top right Pinpoint button returns to home page.
Swipe left or right (below map) to go to Home Page or Options.
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2. On the Observation Page, enter the problem details.

Figure 5 – the Observation Page

Address is located at the top of page.
Photo takes you to the Camera Page.
Gallery Button (file icon button) takes you to the Photo Gallery Page.
Clear removes any selected photos – camera or gallery
List / subject – type the name of the problem, or select from a list
TIP – what you type gets added to the list
Large text area – type in an optional description
Confidential – type in optional confidential information
TIP – confidential information is never displayed on the Pinpoint map
Submit – submits the problem
Pinpoint top left returns to Home Page or Swipe to return to Home Page or Options.
3. Custom App Page
If the Admin has activated a custom app page, it will appear as a new page when the Submit button is
touched.
TIP we will learn more about custom app pages in Admin.
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4. One-Touch Photo

Figure 6 – One-touch photo

Touch the second Pinpoint button (camera icon) to take a one-touch photo. The Camera page is
displayed. Take a picture. The “OK” page appears and self-closes (or when you touch OK).
Pinpoint’s image recognition applies “tags” to what it finds in the image and submits it directly
to your data storage.
TIP – the Admin can modify the tags and describe the image using Admin tools.
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5. My Map

Figure 7 – My Map Page

Touch any of the Pinpoint icons to see details about the observations.
Last Seven….filters observations by date.
Show/Hide All Public Observations shows/hides all observations made by app users with the same
Security Key as this device, in other words your team’s observations.
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6. Options

Figure 8 – Options Page

Pinpoint top left menu returns to Home Page
Include in My Description – any value that the app user wants to appear in every observation.
Clear removes any typed values in Include in My Description
? displays the current app version
Auto-Include – when ON, allows entry into the Include in My Description, OFF disables Include In My
Description.
Refresh Problem List – fetches new problem list- this is what appears in the Subject list on the
Observations page.
TIP – we will learn more about Subject / Problem List in Admin.
Clear – removes all typed values from the Subject List.
User Profile / Badge – identifies the app user for Admin
Clear removes typed data in User Profile / Badge.
Swipe returns app user to Home Page.
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Step 4 – Using Admin Tools
Visit the site and logon to your Admin account.
TIP - we start you with a weak password just to make it easy to remember. Change your password to a
stronger one from the Admin Menu.

Figure 9 – the Admin menu

Account and Purchase – review your account information and choose your purchase options.
Change Password – always a good idea.
Change API Key – control your security access – when you change this API key you are blocking access to
any device with your former one.
Custom App Page – we will cover this one below.
Subject List – add, edit and remove the items that your app users will see in the Subject / Problem list.
TIP – app users need to Refresh Problem List in Options to see your changes.
Manage Region – Add cities to observe nearby public observations of Pinpoint 311 users.
View Observations – we will cover this one below.
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Developer Resources – this is a set of documentation and examples for the technically-minded. There
are examples here on how to build and publish your own custom app pages in your app.
TIP – not shown are Device Manager and Notifications- these are reserved for Pro and Enterprise
Admins.

Custom App Page

Figure 10 – Custom App Page

Custom app pages are unique to each Security Key and by default are off. In the demo version we share
with friends and customers, and the one we use in online training, we use the one depicted in Figure 9.
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There are two ways to add a custom app page to your app:
1. Every app user – any HTML (web) page that has a mobile-friendly layout (CSS) can be displayed.
Visit Developer Resources to learn more and see examples. For “every app user” Admin uses the
first Custom App Page Path and sets it to Active. Every user who has your Security Key will see
this page in the app when the user touches Submit on the Observation page.
TIP – The “Submit” label that appears on the Observation page can be changed by you in App
Submit Label.
2. Reserved Key Word – any HTML page as above, but the page will only be displayed if the
reserved word (Auto-include string) appears in the app user’s description field. Admins can set
custom app pages for two reserved words- these are the 2nd and 3rd Custom App Page Path
TIP – reserved words must be preceded by “#” and be unique to Pinpoint Admins. When you
reserve a word like #ShoppingSurvey no other Admin may use this term.
TIP – even public app users (Pinpoint 311) who use your reserved word will get the custom app
page you create.
IMPORTANT – we can help you create your first custom app page- it is a part of the support we
provide for you (any paid package). And you can use Survey Monkey- their survey forms work
seamlessly with Pinpoint IT – but you must be a “Gold” level Survey Monkey account user.
3. Display Pages – when this checklist item is set to True (checked), then your custom app page is
presented on the Pinpoint (blue) button on the app home page, then it is followed by the
location page.
TIP – this is an advanced feature, so unless your custom app page needs this, we recommend
leaving this set to False (not checked).
4. Show Publicly – if you set this to True (checked) it means your observations are published on the
public Pinpoint311.com site.
TIP – this could violate your security so keep this to False (not checked) unless your want to
share your app users’ data publicly.
5. Tracking Product – you can integrate your Pinpoint data with leading Incident Tracking Systems.
TIP – we suggest that you leave this off to start. We can assist you integrate your data with any
external system as part of our support package (Enterprise).
TIP – Fit Tracking Systems comes pre-configured to work with Pinpoint IT “out of the box” and is
very easy to set up. It costs $15 per month per user – the only user you need to start is Admin.
6. Save – remember to Save your changes.
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View Observations

Figure 11 – View Observations

View Observations is the place to check your app users’ observations- and a whole lot more.
1. On the main page, the controls are just like the public Pinpoint311.com home page, but only
showing your app users’ observations.
2. Select City – this list shows the cities you set up in Manage Regions.
3. Search tool – enter any string to search within the subject or description of the observations
4. Distance tool – narrows down the scope to the distance shown from your location. Zoom the
map out to increase the scope (or vice-versa).
TIP – the blue observation counter to the left of the Search tool shows the number of
observations in the current scope (distance zoom and subject/date filter)
5. Date Subject Filter- changes the observations scope to respect your choices and sort order.
6. Show all Observations – shows all the observations within the cities and current scope including
any public observations made by Pinpoint 311 users.
7. Export to CSV – export the current scope to a CSV formatted file- the result is displayed in a
clickable link.
8. Export to KML – same as 7) but in a Google Earth formatted file
9. Preview – see below for more information on Preview.
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Preview

Figure 12 – Preview Observations

Preview Observations takes you to a grid of the observations in the current scope (zoom distance on
map and date/subject filters). Click on any column to search within it. Click on the column header to resort. Click on Modify to edit the Subject and Message of the selected observation row.

Figure 13 – Modify an observation row.

On all Admin screens click Finish to close the window or Sign Out to close your Admin session.
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Support
Support is just an email away. To arrange your training session or to answer any question use our
team@pinpoint311.com email address. You can also use Developer Resources to see some how-to
videos.
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